I don't know Chief maybe San Diego should be taken off the restricted bombing list!...
CORRECTIONS

Due to pressure of work in getting out the previous special issue of TeASPOON on Spain, we erroneously listed Mr. Fleisher on the Art staff. Mr. Fleisher is in no way associated or connected with the TeASPOON.

Also, on page eight in the article titled "The Pope's Blue Pencil," the paragraph beginning with the name Matthews should read: "Fernsworth, who also covered the war for the Times on the Loyalist side, at first . . . ."

"From the womb Untimely Ripped..." also contained excerpts from H.G. Wells' Outline of History, Vol. 3.

The Editors

NOTICE

Person or persons who submitted a letter to the TeASPOON signed "SDSC Custodians", please contact the editors at 298-4741.
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NOTICE

I have sworn on
the altar of God
eternal hostility
every tyrant
from every mind of
man.
After the brutality exhibited on June 23rd in LA, on October 17 in Oakland, and on numerous other occasions all over the US, an understandable sense of tension filled the demonstrators gathering on the Virginia side of the Potomac last October 21st. Nearly a hundred thousand people collected to march on the Pentagon and challenge the "warmakers" to a moral confrontation.

Dr. Benjamin Spock delivered a speech that was not typical; it ran with new indignation. The growing sense of frustration was apparent in a speech by Dagmar Wilson, one of the national leaders of Women's Strike for Peace, who said:

"At the Pentagon we will cross an imaginary line; on one side we are legal; on the other side we will be considered illegal. I am not afraid of taking the consequences of breaking the law. Who asked the Vietnamese people if we could intrude upon them with our bombs? our napalm?"

"We must abolish a government that can find no way of solving problems except through war. They make war on dissenters; they make war on those countries which wish to choose their own destiny; they make war on people who are sick of being poor; they make war on man who refuse to kill."

Earlier in the week, the government confirmed that it was massing 6,000 troops at the Pentagon, with 20,000 held in reserve. Federal marshals were pouring into Washington by the hundreds.

Syracuse University students reported that, on leaving their buses and walking to the march's rally point, they were nearly run down by several military trucks that bolted through a red light as they were crossing the street.

Prior to the march, Steve Buchshester of radio station WBAI interviewed several demonstrators. Each one felt that there would be police violence, but each one said he would not reciprocate.

David Dillinger, chairman of the National Committee to End the War in Vietnam, in a press conference before the parade, explained his position as follows:

"We expect to have a large degree of control through our (parade) marshals and through the type of program we're putting on. But the actions of the police are beyond our control."

"If they do initiate that kind of scene (violence), it is foolish to predict what the response of the individuals will be. We will certainly not be in a position to coerce any of our individuals when they are being beaten."

The initial violence broke out when a member of the American Nazi Party charged the speakers podium while British labor leader Clyde Jenkins was speaking. Other than two minor incidents, there was no other violence till the rally at the Pentagon.

After three o'clock, the bulk of the [Cont. on Page 5, Col. 1]

TLA HUELGAL

Beginning in this issue TEASPOON will bring you a weekly column with news of the United Farm Workers.

News of the Strike

The El Malcriado news bulletin is no longer being published due to oft-cited problems of insufficient funds. The big effect of this unhappy decision is that we are sympathetic to and support the farm workers are now left in a communications vacuum. We hear and read practically nothing through the news media about the problems of the strikes in Delano, Texas, and other areas. In an attempt to improve this situation, at least somewhat, a news sheet will be put out at various times by the San Diegans for the Huelga committee.

Cesar Chavez in San Diego

Comments from a talk given by Cesar Chavez of the United Farm Workers are well worth repeating. Chavez spoke in San Diego on October 15 at the Mexican American Political Association (MAPA) State Convention at the El Cortez Hotel. In addition to commending MAPA for its legislative and lobbying efforts and pledging cooperation from the U.F.W., Chavez encouraged MAPA to adopt the non-violent demonstrating and picketing techniques used by the U.F.W. Of special interest to members of the San Diegans for the Huelga and for the many Delano supporters in San Diego were Cesar's remarks concerning the appalling laxity of the Federal Immigration Service in enforcing immigration laws.

(Cont. on Page 3, Col. 1)
From: Papers of the Adam Family, Letters From the Earth, by Mark Twain.

I pray you to pause and consider. Against our traditions we are entering upon an unjust and trivial war, a war against a helpless people, and for a base object—robbery. At first our citizens spoke out against this thing, by an impulse natural to their training. Today they have turned, and their voice is the other way. What caused the change? Merely a political trick—a more savoury phrase, a blood-stirring phrase which turned their uncritical heads: Our Country, right or wrong! An empty phrase, a silly phrase. It was shouted by every newspaper, it was thundered from the pulpit, the Superintendent of Public Instruction placarded it in every schoolhouse in the land, the War Department inscribed it upon the flag. And every man who failed to shout it or, was silent, was proclaimed a traitor—none but those others were patriots. To be a patriot, one had to say, and keep on saying, "Our Country, right or wrong," and suffer on the rack. Have you not perceived that that phrase is an insult to our nation?

...Only when a republic's life is in danger should a man uphold his government when it is in the wrong. There is no other time.

This Republic's life is not in peril. The nation has sold its honor for a phrase. It has swung itself loose from its safe anchorage and is drifting, its helm is in its own hands. The stupid phrase needed help, and it got another one: "Even if the war be wrong, we are in it and must fight it out: we cannot retire from it without dishonor." Why, not even a burglar could have said it better. We cannot withdraw from this sordid, raid because to grant peace to those little people upon their terms—inde­ pendence—would dishonor us. You have flung away Adam's phrase—you should take it up and examine it again. He said, "An inglorious peace is better than a dishonorable war."

A Poem By Tommaso Campanell (d. 1639)

The people is a beast of muddy brain
That knows not its own force and
Therefore stands
Loaded with wood and stone; the powerless
hands
Of a mere child guide it with hit and rein.
One kick would be enough to break the chain;
But the beast fears, and what the child demands
It does, nor its own terror understands,
Confused and stupefied by bugbears vain.
Most wonderfull, with its own hand it ties
And gags itself—gives itself death and war
For peace doled out by kings from its own store.
Its own are all things between earth and heaven,
But this it knows not; and if one arise
To tell this truth, it kills him unforgiven.

THE ABCESS

by Mike Milligan

Thay, Ronnie!

It was Senator Joe McCarthy who started
the fervor on homosexuals in government.
His televised claims that the US Department
of State was riddled with homosexuals shocked
little, old ladies of both sexes across the country.

The most recent incident of fairy-baiting
had to do with several dismissals last year in the Reagan administration.
Drew Pearson, in his syndicated column, released the story in October.

He ran the righteous indignation that it
drew from our governor! He had a special
news conference where he lambasted Pearson as being "vicious and dishonest."

Reagan continued, "Three presidents of
both parties have called Drew Pearson pub­
licly a liar... I think Drew Pearson should­
"nt be using a typewriter and paper... he
better with a pencil on out-building walls."

Pearson's expose said that Reagan's
top aid, Lynn Nofziger, told reporters a­
broad the SS Independent that two of the
Governor's aides had been dismissed for
homosexual reasons. Nofziger said that
Pearson said that Nofziger's reasons for the disclosures in Nofziger's own words, were that "one of the dismissed men was still telling people that he had influence with Governor Reagan and this had to be stopped."

On October 31st, newsmen asked Reagan
if there was any truth in the Pearson story
and Reagan said there was not. He asked
Nofziger to confirm it; and Nofziger did!

Well! Two Saturdays ago the Washing­
ton correspondent of the New York Times
named the reporters present at the "Fic­
titious" news conference aboard the Inde­
pendent. Such organizations as the San
Francisco Gay Liberation. The Washington Post,
Newsweek Magazine, and OBS were represented there.

So, if nothing more is to be gained
from the whole incident, at least we know
that the Reagan administration is an "equal
opportunity employer."

Attention!

The Experimental College is offering a course in "Reporting for Underground Newpapers". The TEASPOON is always looking for good reporters. The class is instructed by Dick Tarquinio, faculty advisor for the Mesa College Daily Olympian. The class meets every Tuesday in room SS-147 at State College. Be there at 7PM. (It doesn't cost anything!)

Roll Over for America

San Diegans, only two days after Halloween, were presented with George Wall­ace's American Independent Party's 1968 presidential hopeless--George Wallace.

The presentation offered the TEASPOON a new candidate for its "Hillbilly Hall of Fame."

About half an hour after the program
commenced, two Black guys walked up the
(Cont. on Page 5, Col. 2)
The White government in Rhodesia has resubmitted a declared unconstitutional law to the Parliament. The law states that any person illegally possessing arms will be put to death. This law is sure to pass in Parliament where Whites have the majority. Is this the precedent for U.S. White Power?

STAMP OUT CRIME

Dear Crime-Conscious:

When you speak of stamping out the crime in our streets and making the world safe for "decent" citizens, do you mean by criminal the:

Manufacturer who knowingly turns out defective, high-profit merchandise that endangers human life?

Congressman who steals from the people he is supposed to represent so he can buy minks and join the jet set?

Food producers who pump water into hams and allow floor sweepings, rat hairs and roaches to infest the food?

Call-girls that free enterprise provides for corporation execs?

"Welfare" officials who call hungry people "slackers"?

Cop who flashes a badge after he seduces somebody in a public toilet?

Do you mean the:

Many Americans who get away with the murder of Negroes?

Military men who commit every atrocity man's imagination can come up with?

Industries that show no reverence for human or natural resources when they pollute our air and our land and water?

Mafia and other government-sanctioned crime syndicates?

Newspapermen who suck brains, distort facts, and prostitute all ethical principles?

Big businessmen who thrive by stealing progress's most important product—human ideas?

If these are the criminals you oppose, then we agree with each other. All these criminals should be removed from the streets. Isn't that what every moral revolution is about?

--Super-Bat
Blacks Get Together

America is Going to be Burned Down

(Four part of a serialization of a speech by H. Rap Brown which he delivered at an anti-war rally last summer.)

Look at religion, they tell you Jesus was White. The Bible tells you his hair was like lamb's wool. Feel your hair, brothere, if you ain't got it slicked.

According to most of the churches we go into today, there wasn't but one Black Biblical character, guess who he was. He was sitting there at the last supper--he was Judas. We ain't won nothing yet. Judas was Black and the world won't stop buying cars because they have told us that its good. The valuable thing in America is not people, it's White people. And we say, "Yeah, man!"

Now look at the political structure--they say "you have a Black senator!" where is he? Edward Brooke is the White Knight, he's stronger than dirt. Any time a man has to publish an article saying that he's a scum brother, he's saying he has to sell himself to Black people and if he is a brother, he don't have to sell himself to you!

Black people get your minds together. They always want you to believe that you're in the minority. But realize this; it's always an organized minority that wins--not a majority.

American White folks are a minority in the world, but they are in the center of the world. It's always an organized minority.

So understand this, when the brother comes him and brings his skills home and America ain't come around, America is going to be burned down. She is about to be burned down!

A QUESTION OF MORALITY

"But when there are values so firmly and so consistently held by government and conflicting interests that the conflict cannot be resolved by logical analysis and factual investigation, then the role of reason in human affairs seems at an end.

We can clarify the meaning and the consequences of values, we can make them consistent with one another and ascertain their actual priorities, we can surround them with fact--but in the end we may be reduced to mere assertion and counter-assertion; then we can only plead or persuade. And at the very end, if the end is reached, moral problems become problems of power, and in the last resort, if the last resort is reached, the final form of power is coercion.

We cannot deduce--Hume's celebrated dictum runs--how we ought to act from what we believe is. Neither can we deduce how anyone else ought to act from how we believe we ought to act. In the end, if the end comes, we just have to beat those who disagree with us over the head; let us hope the end comes seldom. In the meantime, being as reasonable as we are able to be, we ought to argue."

(from The Sociological Imagination by C. Wright Mills.)
PENTAGON (Cont. from Page 1, Col. 2)
demonstrators poured into the north parking lot of the Pentagon where a rally was held from then on to five o'clock.
The Fugs, an Eros-oriented rock group from New York, had planned a rock concert on the edge of the parking lot, but the Greyhound buslines sabotaged it by not delivering their2 buses and busses as was agreed. So the Fugs called for the crowd to hold a "Grope for Peace". But it was a different sort of grope-in that took place about four PM.

A group of young people had massed at a side access road to the Pentagon and attempted to push their way through a line of troops. As the federal marshals and MPs started cracking heads with their billy clubs, a barrage of rocks came up from the back of the group. Several arrests were made and the counter-demonstrators cheered. Meanwhile, on the front steps of the Pentagon, another group was gathering and a debate on the course of action was ensuing.

Some speakers urged a sit-in on the steps; others urged for a charge of the building's entrance. One speaker reprimanded the "brave people ten rows back" who were pushing those up front into a conflict with the troops. The marshals, who had let the gloom forecasted that some of the demonstrators must necessarily be killed. Meanwhile the crowd grew. The chant rose, "We are not against the soldiers, we're just against the war!"

While the debate raged on the front steps, a group of demonstrators began to storm the access road, carrying a Cornell University banner, broke through the troop line and charged up the steps to a service entrance. Three made it into the building, but were immediately ejected. The remaining youths on the steps were forcibly removed, leaving the area covered with blood.

Minor skirmishes continued throughout the evening. The troops were said to have fired off several canisters of tear gas. The Department of Defense denied it, but reporters on the scene argued the point and produced three expired canisters. Later in the evening the number of demonstrators dwindled to about a thousand. Harry Davidson of radio station KFPA, recorded the violence—by far the most brutal.

The marshals had decided to disperse the demonstrators from the Pentagon's front. They ordered the troops to drive back a human wedge of the crowd. Their method of dispersal consisted of beating skulls with the butts of their bayonets. Observers reported that while the federal marshals persisted in their orders, the MPs were very reluctant in their dirty work. They refused to turn on their lights and cameras to record the brutality. The area was drenched in blood and people were vomiting from the pain of their wounds. Three MPs were so sickened by the debacle that they threw down their bayonets and honour and walked away. They were immediately apprehended by the federal marshals and escorted off.

The next day several hundred demonstrators were still present. That evening, of the 22nd, a soldier on duty threw down his field gear and joined the demonstrators across the street. The Defense Dept. made another hot denial. At midnight the parade permit expired and federal marshals moved in to arrest any remaining demonstrators.

The entire course of those two days of demonstration bore out the notion that the government's deaf ear is about to be clobbered—the nature of future demonstrations is bound to change.

Yale chaplain, Rev. Wm. S. Coffin, predicted this trend. He said: "If the government refuses to confront us with solemn, dignified, non-violent tact, then it must bear the onus for some of the less non-violent, the less non-dignified, the less "responsible" demonstrations which may now begin to occur throughout the country. It is not our fault, we offered them one kind of confrontation, now THEY, by their refusal to accept this confrontation, are inciting another kind of confrontation!"

A common and natural result of an undue respect for law is, that you may see a file of soldiers, colonel, captain, corporal, privates, powder-monkey, and all, marching in admirable order over hill and dale to the wars, against their will, ay, against their common sense and conscience, which makes the whole affair very "responsible", and produces a palpitation of the heart.

We do not live by justice, but by grace.

--Henry David Thoreau

THE ABCESS (Cont. from Page 2, Col. 2)
aisle with a mock-up of the confederate flag. The plan was to tear the flag up and shake up all the red necks in the audience. But before they could reach the front of the auditorium, a wiry little man jumped out of his aisle seat and did the job for them.

Later, the man, John Bruno, explained to the news people that he thought "it was some Kinda Communist flag".

There was some speculation for the AIP though. A telephone straw-poll conducted by KMB, the night Wallace was speaking, showed that 54% of the San Diegans calling in favored Wallace over all the other 1968 candidates.

Touche

Right after the report on Wallace's speech, KMB's newsmen, Bob Reagan, told about some swinger in Salem, Oregon who was neatly hiding razor blades in apples and handing them out to the kiddies.

Immediately following his announcement an advertisement for Wilkinson Sword Blades filled the screen.

Esoteric Comma Department
Westward ho! Westward, ho!
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